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In addition, its large platform of content producers and consumers is a strength that allows Netflix to
maximize its operational effectiveness, service attractiveness, and business growth. However, it requires the
company to firstly map the activities and then associate costs to make necessary adjustments. In unlimited
subscription, customers have unlimited access to entertainment content on the platform. This condition
compels the online enterprise to develop innovative solutions to strengthen its multinational operations against
competitors, especially Amazon , Walmart , Apple , Disney, and Google, as well as HBO and other content
producers and related networks. Many companies from other industry are entering into the industry such as
Amazon, YouTube and even Microsoft. This strategy makes the customers feel like the company cares much
more than doing business with them. For example, the corporation relies on cost efficiencies to ensure
profitability despite such unlimited subscription offer. Netflix should pay specific importance to its outbound
value chain activities when its offered products are perishable and require quick delivery to the end customer.
Broadly, the competitive advantage sources can be grouped into two types- cost and differentiation. This kind
of business strength is also seen in other platform-type businesses, such as Spotify Technology and its
on-demand music streaming operations. Obviously, Netflix is working very productive right now. Human
Resource Management Human resource is very important for any firm, especially for Netflix. This could be a
new area for Netflix and if they could do well, they may expand margins incredibly. Moreover, in using this
intensive growth strategy, the corporation strengthens its business to successfully penetrate digital content
streaming markets despite competitive rivalry. They can get and compare all the information from Internet
when they are trying to rent a video. The next problem is about the raising content cost. Through intensive
growth strategies, the cost leadership generic strategy for competitive advantage gains the biggest market
share, relating to Netflix Inc. So the company should invest in software technologies in user friendly. Growth
through expansion of product mix 2. According to Nemcick-Cruz , Netflix also has the strengths like lower
price, DVD margins and forward-thinking management in company. The company chooses these standards
because they are widely adopted by CE partners, which helps the company establish a bigger platform. Netflix
can also benefit from analysis of its support activities as explained below. Netflix is working a bunch of
encoders and also doing quite well.


